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Computeam develops Inspyro ActiveWorksheet
Packs for KS1, 2 & 3 and cross-curricular projects
for primary schools.
Dr Diane Davies is an archaeologist who
specialises on the Maya. Aside from giving
sessions and creating resources on the Maya, she
also visits schools giving talks and workshops to
the children about the Maya and archaeology
in general. For more information: www.
mayaarchaeologist.co.uk
Together, Computeam and Dr Davies have
produced the Archaeology ActiveWorksheet
Pack, combining the traditional worksheet with
the latest mobile device and augmented reality
technology.
We really hope you enjoy using our Active
Worksheets and we would love to hear about
your experiences using them. You can contact us
at:
Email: inspyro@computeam.co.uk
diane@mayaarchaeologist.co.uk
Twitter: @computeam
Websites: www.computeam.co.uk
www.mayaarchaeologist.co.uk
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Introduction

Meet Dr Diane Davies

What is an ActiveWorksheet?

Dr Diane Davies is a Mesoamerican archaeologist
and anthropologist specialising on the Maya.
With the Maya now a subject of study in the
primary history curriculum this has presented
an opportunity to spread the word about this
fascinating culture.

At Computeam we believe in blending
technology seamlessly into the learning
experience. We want to make sure that when
technology is used in the classroom, it enhances
pupils’ learning whilst still providing the
engagement and wow factor we have come to
expect from today’s hi-tech devices. With this in
mind we created the ActiveWorksheet, a blend
of the traditional worksheet and cutting edge
augmented reality technology.
Using the free LGfL Archaeology ActiveLens
augmented reality app for iOS and Android,
we can bring the worksheet to life with videos,
audio, 3D models and animations. Words can’t
describe how powerful the ActiveWorksheet is,
so follow the directions below to get the Inspyro
ActiveLens app on your device and see them in
action yourself.

There is little accurate information on the Maya
in the UK, online or in books, so Diane has been
visiting schools giving workshops and creating
resources that can be used in the classroom that
bring the Maya to life and give an insight into the
exciting life of an archaeologist!
Diane carried out her research at the ancient
Maya site of San Bartolo, Guatemala, famous for
its murals.
You can find out more about Dr Diane and her
archaeological work here:

www.mayaarchaeologist.co.uk

LONDON
GRID FOR LEARNING

How To:
The LGfL ArchaeologyActiveLens app is free
for both iOS and Android devices, including
smartphones and tablets. Follow the instructions
below to get the ActiveLens app onto your
device:
1. Open the App Store if you’re using an iOS
device or the Google Play Store if you’re using
an Android device.
2. Search for “LGfL Archaeology ActiveLens”
3. When you have found the app, download it to
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INTRODUCTION
your device.
4. When the app has finished downloading,
open it.
5. When the app is open and running, tap start,
then focus the camera onto an ARtefact
image. ARtefact images are tagged with the
symbol below.

Please note that you must point the camera at the
image, not the icon above!
6. The ARtefact image will trigger an
augmented reality 3D model, video, audio
track or animation.
7. If you ever need reminding of how to use the
app simply tap the “Instructions” button on
the app. This will play a short video explaining
how to use the app.

Using this ActiveWorksheet Pack
Active Worksheet Packs come with a set of Active
Worksheets and an accompanying Teacher
Guide. The Teacher Guide contains instructions
for activities the class can complete using the
ARtefacts in the Active Worksheets.

Why use ActiveWorksheets?
Active Worksheets allow you to unify different
pedagogical approaches and strategies and
accomodate pupils’ preferred learning styles in a
single resource.
Individual or Group Work
ActiveWorksheets can be given out to each
pupil in your class or to a group of pupils. Our
worksheets and activities are flexible and allow
for both individual and group work exercises. This
also gives flexibility in the number of devices you
have available in your classroom.
Learning Styles
As our worksheets can deliver video, audio and
3D models & animations, you can tap into each
individual’s preferred learning style using a
single resource. This also helps EAL and/or SEN
pupils who may struggle reading or listening to a
resource.
Seamless ICT integration
Using ActiveWorksheets the ICT becomes an
almost invisible tool to enhance the learning
experience. Pupils are no longer focusing on the
device itself, but through it into the worksheet
and its varied resources.

ARtefact = Augmented Reality Artefact
Alternatively you can use the Active Worksheets
as a starting point and develop your own lessons
around them.
What you will need:
•
•

iOS or Android Device with rear-facing
camera.
The free LGfL Archaeology ActiveLens app.

5
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List and Description of Active Resources

ARtefact = Augmented Reality Artefact

Worksheet 8 - Writing
•

Worksheet 1 - Archaeology
•

ARtefact 1 - An interactive 3D model of a special
kind of archaeological site, a “palimpsest”. Tapping
Worksheet 9 - Monuments
the excavtion will reveal the different layers of
• ARtefact 9 - A 3D model of a large slab of rock,
occupation.
which when tapped reveals the form of an Olmec
head.

Worksheet 2 - Finding Sites
•

ARtefact 2 - Scan a satellite image of Angkor
Wat temple in Cambodia to reveal the structures
hidden by the jungle.

Worksheet 10 - Who Owns the Past?
•

Worksheet 3 - Excavation
•

ARtefact 8 - An interactive translation of the
Rosetta Stone. Scroll through the text by dragging
your finger up and down over the text box.

ARtefact 10 - A 3D model of a globe, which
when tapped will take you to another scene,
displaying a selection of artefacts on display at
the British Museum, and their origins.

ARtefact 3 - An interactive 3D model of a “test
pit”, which archaeologists use to investigate what
lies underneath the ground at the site.

Worksheet 4 - Artefacts
•

ARtefact 4 - An interactive 3D model of a
Mesopotamian bulla. Tapping the model will
“shatter” the bulla, revealing the tokens inside.

Worksheet 5 - Dating
•

ARtefact 5 - An interactive 3D model of a tree
trunk, which when tapped expands to reveal
groups of tree rings. labelled to show the dates
they represent.

Worksheet 6 - Burial
•

ARtefact 6 - An animation of the reconstructed
face of Ötzi the Iceman, whose body was
discovered frozen in the Alps.

Worksheet 7 - Environment
•

ARtefact 7 - An interactive 3D model of a
microscope and pottery sherd. Tapping the
microscope will activate a view through the lens,
revealing microscopic remains on the pottery
sherd.

© Computeam ltd 2016
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Curriculum Map
Activity: Looking at
Artefacts

Activity: Mapping
your school

Archaeology

Finding Sites

Activity: Classroom
Excavation

Activity: Rubbish
Bin

Excavation

Artefacts

Activity:
Dating

Activity:
Bones

Dating

Burial

Activity:
Preservation

Activity: Ancient
Script

Environment

Writing

Activity: Olmec
Head

Activity: Elgin
Marbles

Monuments
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Teacher Guide

ARtefact = Augmented Reality Artefact
Each activity below references a piece of active
media found in our Active Worksheets. All
ARtefacts are labelled and easy to find.
ActiveWorksheet 1|Archaeology
ACTIVITY | LOOKING AT ARTEFACTS
This is a great activity to introduce children
to the discipline of archaeology as well as
beginning a particular topic in history. It is
a hands-on activity, with children looking
critically at objects from an archaeological
point of view.

they wore or how they lived?
d. What further tests could you do to prove
your ideas about how they lived?
5. Choose one person to present the
information to the rest of the class.
6. Ask the class which of the items do they think
would preserve a long time in ground and
which ones would have disintegrated by the
time archaeologists came to dig them up.
ActiveWorksheet 2|Finding Sites
ACTIVITY | MAPPING YOUR SCHOOL
Before archaeologists can excavate they must
have a map of the site, showing the area seen
from above. This activity shows you how to
make a map, along with the important things to
include.

You can use everyday items, such as any
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
ornaments you may have, old coins, fabrics with
interesting designs on them, wood, glass or
• Downloaded images from Google Maps of
metal as well as stone tools, seeds, snail shells etc.
your school (if you click on the Google Earth
If you are covering a particular topic in history
button you will get a real life map)
you can use objects that existed during that time
• Tracing paper
period.
• Pencils
• Large Tape measure
INVESTIGATE • Compass
1. Divide the class into groups and give each
CARTOGRAPHY
group an artefact.
2. Have each group answer the following
1. Pass out copies of the image of the school
questions:
and ask pupils to point out its features such
a. Describe the object – don’t say what it is,
as playing fields, play area, buildings, roads
but mention the size, colour and so on.
outside, the car park, trees and so on.
Pretend that the rest of the class can’t see
2. Using tracing paper that is clipped onto the
the object and so you need to describe it.
image with paper clips ask pupils to draw
b. Using their knowledge/imagination, what
the outlines of the buildings and then colour
do they think it is or what could it have
them in.
been used for?
3. Every map will have a legend or key that
c. What does it tell you about the culture who
explains what the colours represent, for
left it behind? Anything about their lives –
example an area coloured in green can
what they ate for example, or what clothes
© Computeam ltd 2016
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represent grass and so should be represented
by a box at the bottom of the map coloured
in green with “grass” written alongside it. Ask
pupils to make their own legend.
4. Maps show where the north is by a north
arrow, usually north will be facing the top of
the page, although you could experiment
with this in getting pupils to use a compass
and see where north is.
5. A scale also needs to be added. Google maps
will give you the scale. Alternatively, you
can choose a feature that is easy to measure
and ask the children to go outside with the
measuring tape and measure it, for example
the play area measures 6 metres in length.
Measure the length of the play area on the
map, for example 2 cm long, then make the
scale from this, draw a scale 2 cm long and
at end write 0 and at the other write 6 m,
showing that 2 cm equals 6 m in reality.
6. From this you can ask the more able
questions such as looking at the length of a
particular building, what would be the real
life size of this using the scale on your map?
ActiveWorksheet 3|Excavation
ACTIVITY - CLASSROOM EXCAVATION
Children can carry out a small-scale excavation
using large cardboard boxes to uncover layers
and record their findings. This activity is
archaeology in practice and clearly shows the
importance of recording and context. You can
use this activity for any subject that the class is
learning in history.
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
•
•
•
•

9

Strong cardboard boxes and pieces of
cardboard
Bubble wrap (optional)
Soil
Items such as seeds, stones, broken pieces of
pottery, dried food etc., or laminated photos
of artefacts from the period of history you are

www.idig.lgfl.org.uk

•
•
•
•
•
•

teaching
Plastic cover for the table
Tablespoons
Bucket to put the excavated soil in
Small plastic bags to hold the artefacts
Pens and Pencils
Brushes
GET DIGGING

1. Make a story for each layer about what the
people were doing, that is food they were
eating, things they were making and so on.
Think about what you want the children to
learn, so when packing the box you can add
items that help them answer your questions.
2. Fill each box with a layer of dirt about 10
cm thick adding the items that together
would tell a story, such as broken pieces of a
bowl together with some food, or charcoal
showing the remains of a fire. Pack the earth
in tightly.
3. Place either a piece of cardboard or bubble
wrap on top to divide the levels, this can act
as a ‘floor’.
4. Add another layer of dirt with items and then
add another floor. Then add a final layer of
dirt on top with items, so you have 3 layers.
5. Explain to the children that they will be
excavating a test pit to not just find things,
but to understand the ways of life from the
finds. Let them know how many levels there
are and ask them to dig carefully, that is try
not to dig holes with the spoons, they need
to scrape the spoons over the earth as they
always need to be level when they dig down.
6. Have one person be the excavator, one be the
recorder, another be the bagger of materials
and so on.
7. Ask them questions such as which objects are
the earliest and which are the latest? What did
the people eat? What were the artefacts used
for? What can the finds tell us about their life?
8. Each group can present their finds and
conclusions to the class.

© Computeam ltd 2016
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

What sort of diet do they have?
Are they healthy?
Any clues to their job?
ACTIVITY | LOOKING AT ARTEFACTS
Any clues to things they enjoy doing?
Can they tell what room this bin was sitting
This activity involves children looking at
in – kitchen, study, bathroom, bedroom?
modern rubbish to learn about how people
h. What might be missing from the rubbish
today live (their behaviour), in the same way as
and why?
archaeologists use ancient rubbish (middens)
i. How old is rubbish – how long has it been
to understand how people lived in the past.
sitting for?
The activity helps children understand the
5. Choose one person from each group to
fundamental difference between observations;
present the answers to the rest of the class.
that is what we see, and interpretations; the
They need to explain why they have come
stories we tell. It also involves teamwork to these conclusions, for example why they
showing how we can work together to solve
think that the person enjoyed going to the
problems.
cinema (a cinema stub was found in the
rubbish)
WHAT YOU WILL NEED 6. Compare their answers to the reality, what
was correct, what were they mistaken about?
We suggest that you collect suitable items for a
7. For the questions they couldn’t answer ask
few weeks before doing this activity. Items which
each group what they would need to find in
may be interesting to look at include:
the rubbish to answer the question.
• Cardboard boxes
8. Finally, ask the children how useful they think
• Spam mail
it is going through someone’s rubbish bin to
• Newspapers
get an idea of how they lived.
• Takeaway menus
• Empty bottles & jars
ActiveWorksheet 5|Dating
• Other suitable and safe items
ActiveWorksheet 4| Artefacts

ACTIVITY | LAYERS

ANALYSE
1. Tell the class that archaeologists find going
through ancient people’s rubbish very useful.
Ask them why we would do this? Think about
their own rubbish – what can their own
rubbish tell people about their diet or things
they enjoy doing?
2. Divide the class into groups and give each
group a bag of rubbish.
3. Ask them to sort the rubbish into groups, that
is all food stuff can go in one pile, newspapers
in another and so on.
4. Choose from the questions below, ones
that work best with the rubbish you have
collected:
a. How many people do they think this
belonged to?
b. Are they male or female? Adults or
children?
© Computeam ltd 2016

This activity shows how the law of superposition
works in archaeology, that is as you dig through
layers of earth, remains found lower down tend
to be earlier than remains found near the top.
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
•
•

Test Pit Worksheet
Explain to pupils that the worksheet is a
profile drawing of a test pit showing the finds.

•

Level A contains a blackened area with
charcoal and a few burnt pieces of stone
Level B contains a few broken pieces of
pottery
Level C contains stone slabs and a few broken
pieces of pottery
Level D contains a coin dating to 1680

•
•
•
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•
•
•

Level E contains skeletal remains
Level F contains 2 brown clay bowls and an
axe head
Note: There is a large tree, the roots of which
grow down through levels A-C
LAYER EXCAVATION

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
You can use the same materials you collected for
Activity 4, or use objects that are present in your
classroom already.
PROTECT & PRESERVE

1. Divide the class into groups and ask each
1. List the artefacts from the oldest to the
group together to write a list of the things
youngest. How do you know? (Answer –
they see in the classroom. Ask them to divide
artefacts in Level F are the earliest, moving
these things into organic and inorganic
upwards to level A which has the latest
remains (see the artefact worksheet).
artefacts).
2. Ask the following questions:
2. Which of these items could have moved from
a. If archaeologists came across this classroom
its original place and so may not be in the
in 500 years time, what would remain?
correct sequence? (The pottery in level C, may
Which of the things on the list would have
have been in level A or B but moved down by
likely preserved and which things would
the growing roots of the tree).
have disintegrated by then? Write down
3. What do you think the blackened area in
the objects they think would survive and
Level A may have contained ?(fire pit/hearth).
for the more able, place these objects in the
4. What time period is the pot from A dated to?
order of preservation.
(has to be later than the coin date of 1680).
b. With what’s left 500 years later, what could
5. What time period is the burial dated to? (Also
archaeologists find out about the classroom
later than 1680, do note that although the
and the people using it? What would they
skeletal remains are found in Level E, the
not be able to find out?
burial itself was placed at one time in Level C
c. Under what conditions would nearly all
intruding through these earlier levels, so it is
the items in the classroom survive? (see
dated to Level C not E).
preservation worksheet).
6. The fact that the artefacts in Level F are found
d. If you could leave a box containing three
together, what can this tell you about their
objects for an archaeologist to find in
age in relation to each other? (All the same
500 years time that would help them
age as associated with each other).
understand your life today, which objects
7. What do you think has happened to the rest
would you leave and why? Bear in mind to
of the axe? (the axe shaft would probably
leave things that would preserve!
been made out of wood and this wouldn’t
3. To extend this activity, ask the children to try
have preserved).
this out at home, either with their bedroom,
or another room in their house.
ActiveWorksheet 7|Environment
ACTIVITY | PRESERVATION
This is an excellent activity to show children how
incomplete our knowledge of the past can be. We
gain information from ancient cultures from what
has preserved through time. As only certain
types of materials preserve, there can be lots of
holes in our understanding about the past.
11
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ActiveWorksheet 8|Writing
ACTIVITY - DECIPHERING THE DISK
The Phaistos Disk comes from the Minoan palace
of Phaistos, on the Greek island of Crete. It dates
to between 1400-1800 BC. It is a clay disc that
is covered on both sides with a spiral of signs.
Archaeologists have been trying to decipher it
for years, but although there have been some
attempts revealing what one or two of the signs
could be, the disk remains undeciphered. Can
you have a go?
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
•
•

Phaistos Disk Pupil Resource Sheet
Phaistos Disk Teacher Resource Sheet
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

1. In pairs have a look at the Phaistos disc
worksheet. Are there any symbols that are
repeated? Mark them out.
2. Using the symbols that you have marked out,
try and work out what you think they could
be, what could they represent?
3. Have a go at making a story from the
symbols, what do you think the message is?
What are the people trying to say?
4. Talk about the difficulty of doing this and
ask what extra would we need to be able to
understand it better?
5. If you wanted to extend this activity have
each pupil make their own disc using their
own symbols on it reflecting a day in their life,
and then have a classmate try and work it out.
ActiveWorksheet 9|Monuments

own, we find out what materials they may have
used and the step-by-step process of how they
could have been made it. Often there is a lot of
trial and error!
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
•
•
•
•

ACTIVITY - MAKE YOUR OWN OLMEC HEAD
1. First of all have pupils draw the head and its
facial features on a piece of paper
2. Mould a lump of clay into a head shape
3. Sculpt the facial features – the ears, eyes,
nose, mouth and also the helmet or
headdress
4. Leave the pots to dry
5. When the pots are dried pupils can now add
colour to the faces
6. Let the pupils that the Olmec made these out
of stone and some were up to 3.5 m high!
ActiveWorksheet 10|Who Owns the Past?
ACTIVITY | DEBATE
The question of the return of cultural property is
a “hot” topic not just in archaeology, but politics
today and has long been a subject of public
discussion. A great example would be the Elgin
Marbles displayed in the British Museum, which
originally came from the Parthenon in Athens.
Between 1801 and 1805 Lord Elgin, the British
ambassador to the Ottoman Empire (Turks), who
had conquered the area, received permission
to remove half of the remaining sculptures. The
British Museum acquired them in 1816.

ACTIVITY - EXPERIMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY

One of the things that archaeologists can do to
•
help them understand the past, is by making
replicas of the tools, pots and other things that
that ancient people made. By trying to make our
© Computeam ltd 2016

Paper and Pencils
Air drying clay or plasticine
Lollipop sticks for sculpting
Paint and paintbrushes

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
Elgin Marbles Resource Sheet

www.idig.lgfl.org.uk
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TALK IT THROUGH
1. Ask pupils do artefacts belong to the country
who made them or to everyone? Should
artefacts made in a country only be shown in
that country or should they be spread all over
the world, being displayed in museums for all
to see?
2. Talk about the Elgin Marbles and ask the
children to do some of their own research on
them.
3. Discuss the issues in class, using the Elgin
Marbles activity sheet and what the children
have researched, explaining the reasons why
the Greeks want them back and why the
British Museum won’t return them.
4. Split the class into two and have a debate,
with half the class supporting the return
of the sculptures and the other half being
against their return. You can either appoint
someone to be the judge or judge yourself.
5. Ask pupils to write up the reasons for and
against and then state what their opinion.

13
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Archaeology
Dr Diane Davies,
Archaeologist
Being an archaeologist, I try to
understand how people lived in
the past by looking at the
things they left behind.
Archaeologists are like

Digging for Answers

the past through digging
(excavation) then piece these
clues together to create a
picture of what life might have
been like in the ancient world.
From this we also try to make a
chronology, a sequence of
events and dates through time.

Telling the
Story

Have a look at the patch of ground above with your tablet.
Archaeologists dig down through the earth to reveal what was there
in the past. The further back in time they dig, the deeper they go. In
this example of what might be found, a medieval house is uncovered
discover the remains of a Roman mosaic, evidence of people living
there during the Roman occupation from AD 43 onwards. Dig even
further and you will uncover strange dark circles, all arranged in a
wider circle. Could these be the remains of an Iron Age roundhouse?
The evidence seems to suggest that people have been living here for
a long time!
With this evidence, can you make a chronology that shows who
may have lived here?

© Computeam ltd 2016
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objects of beauty, the past is
about people not objects and
what is more important is the
story behind the objects. We
can only tell this story if the
artefact is in its original resting
place and has not been moved.
It is for this reason that objects
found through excavation are
especially important because
being underground they are
often protected from nature
and humans.
Archaeology and History
Archaeology goes one step further
than history in looking at societies
without writing. History is
restricted to the past 5000 years
when writing has been in
existence, whereas archaeology
has no time limit and can go back
to around 2.5 million years.

Finding Sites
A very important part of being an archaeologist is
sites are just found by accident, but some need
careful investigation in order for archaeologists to
people might walk together in lines,
standing a metre apart. As they walk along,
or tools, which might make them want
to dig further!
Diane carried out her research at the ancient
Maya site of San Bartolo, Guatemala.
Archaeologists used satellite remote
sensing to uncover the ancient site.

Archaeologists sometimes use aircraft or satellites to take
detailed photographs of the ground below. This is called remote
sensing. By looking from above, we can see where grass or crops
haven’t grown well. This can mean that there are remains
underneath the ground! Another technique is to look for photographs
up on a photo, these can indicate the plough has uncovered the
remains of an ancient site.

Angkor Wat
Look at this aerial photgraph
of Angkor Wat in Cambodia.
Although you can see the
main features of this
incredible temple, there is
much that is hidden by foliage
(the leaves of plants and
trees). Archeologists used
LIDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging) that shines lasers
through the dense foliage to
detect hidden features
underneath. Point your tablet
at the aerial picture to see the
incredible detail that LIDAR
revealed!

© Computeam ltd 2016
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Excavation
Collecting artefacts from the ground often provides clues about what lies beneath the surface and helps
archaeologists plan excavations. However, the only way we can really know what it going on is to dig! We
dig, or excavate, to discover and collect artefacts
and other materials from beneath the ground.
Layers and Context
Excavation is both destructive and expensive
though, so we are careful to excavate slowly and
Digging is also really important as this is where
carefully taking lots of notes, drawings and
photographs.
context. It is just as important for the
archaeologist to see where the artefacts came
from, what surrounded the artefacts for example,
the context.
Point your device at this image to
see how archaeologists record layers.

Tricky Digging
We can guess that the oldest items are in the
bottom layer of the ground, and the newest
items are in the top layer. Sometimes nature
(like tree roots, water, worms, and small animals
layers. This means that we can’t always be sure
what layer (and year) the objects are from.

How do we dig?
To make sure we don’t break things along the
way, we have to dig slowly and carefully. We start
choose to expand further. All the soil that is
removed is screened, that is put through a wire
mesh so that the dirt falls through and smaller
things that maybe our eyes would have missed,
like seeds, stay in. After this we wash all the
artefacts and label each one with a unique
number to identify where they came from.

© Computeam Ltd 2016
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A dig at Çatalhöyük, Turkey
Çatalhöyük is a Neolithic settlement around 9000 years old.
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Artefacts
Movable objects that archaeologists find from the past
are called artefacts. Artefacts are split into two types –
organic and inorganic.
Organic artefacts come from human, animal or plant
remains such as bones or wood. Inorganic artefacts
were never living or breathing things, and are from
materials like stone, clay and metal. Inorganic artefacts
last much longer in the ground so there are more of
them for us to study!

Rock on!
Metal artefacts, such as tools, weapons or
jewellery were originally made from a
material called ore. This is a type of rock
which contains metal. Some metals we get
from ores include copper, tin and iron. The
oldest example of ores being used is over
8000 years ago!

Clay

A “bulla” from Mesopotamia, the first type of receipt in the world!
A flock of sheep

A small amount of grain

Printers didn’t exist...
When you think of a receipt, you may be able to
picture a cash register in a shop, printing out a
small piece of paper. Long before electricity, in
ancient Mesopotamia, clay balls were made to
encase tokens representing what people had
bought. So if you bought oil from a tradesman,
your receipt would be a clay ball, filled with tokens
representing the amount of oil you had purchased.
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Bowls, and other similar containers, were often
made from clay. When clay is fired in a kiln (another
name for a large oven), it becomes very strong.
Archaeologists have found that pottery looks very
different (how it’s made and decorated) depending
on when and where it was made so looking at them
and how the objects differ in style, can tell us many
things about what era they’re from.
Archaeological evidence throughout the world
shows us that pottery originated with humanity’s
first attempts at settled life. So when we find
evidence of people settling down and building
permanent homes, we find pottery. Why do you
think that is?
Think about the plates and cutlery you use at
home – can you imagine archaeologists
digging up your dinner plate in thousands of
years?!
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Dating

When archaeologists date materials, they are trying to

piece of wood, bone or pottery. For example, the date
stones were placed on top of each other to form a wall
millions of years old). However an artefact found next to
the stones, for example, a piece of pottery (a sherd) can
be dated. From this date, the archaeologists can say that
it is likely the wall was made around that time.

Relative Dating

The Grand Canyon in America is a good example of
relative dating. The layers of rock at the bottom of
the canyon are older than the layers at the top.

Tree Rings

Sometimes archaeologists can’t give the exact age of
an artefact, so there are ways they can get a rough
age of an object. This is called relative dating. One
example of how this is done, is by digging through
layers of ground, and placing the objects we come
across in date order. Usually, unless tree roots or
animals move the objects underground, the oldest
objects are in the bottom layer, and the newest ones
are in the top layer.
Another way of relative dating is placing objects (like
decorative pots) in age order, using their material,
shape and decoration as clues of how old they might
be.

Archaeologists can sometimes get the exact
age of an object by using other methods. This
is known as absolute dating. If we wanted to
know the age of a tree, we would look inside
the tree to see how many rings it has. Trees
gain a new ring every year (unless there has
been lots of rain – when it might develop
more rings). Some oak trees in Germany have
been dated at around 9500 years old by
counting the rings!

Radioactivity!
Another way archaeologists can get the age of an
object using absolute dating, is by using a fairly
new method called radiocarbon dating. This was
in archaeology. We can measure the amount of a special
radiation in organic remains and use that to estimate how
old it is.
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Burial
The word “osteo”, comes from the Greek word “osteon”,
meaning bones. Archaeologists who study the bones of
out a lot about a person when we study their bones – for
example, what sort of food they ate, if they were healthy, what diseases they might have had, their weight,
their height, what they looked like, what their job might have been, who they were related to and even
where they were brought up!

male

female

Male or female?

Archaeologists can tell if bones are from men
or women, by looking at the size of the bones.
Men usually have longer and larger bones
(especially the chest bone and the skull), while
women usually have a bigger pelvis than men.

How old?

Why do you think this is?

Most of our bones don’t stop growing until
we’re about 26 years old. This means that
archaeologists can use this information to tell
how old someone was when they died.

Otzi the Iceman

We can also look at teeth to see how old a
person might be. For example, milk teeth (or
baby teeth) start to appear around 3 years old.
By 6 years old they have usually fallen out and
are being replaced with adult teeth. So If a
skeleton still has milk teeth this would show
that the person was between 3 and 6 years old
when they died.
Who and Where From?

pieces of broken bone. Other times, they can be
lucky enough to find an entire body, just like when
Otzi the Iceman was found in 1991. Otzi, a very well
preserved skeleton of a man, partially buried in
DNA studies from bone can give information on how people were
ice, was found by two German
related and hase been used quite successfully with Egyptian mummies
tourists who were walking in the
to establish whether members of a royal family were related, such as
mountains between Italy and
Tutankhamun. Strontium, a chemical in teeth can also be used to
Austria. He dates to 3300 BC and is
discover where the person grew up and I have used this in my work,
the world’s oldest fully preserved
which is very exciting!
human body!
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Environment
The ex
been known to survive in some very extreme
conditions. Ranging from very dry ground, to
waterlogged and extremely cold environments, we
have found that many conditions like these actually
help to preserve the artefacts!

Frozen in Time
Sometimes natural disasters can help to preserve sites. At Pompeii
in Italy in 79 AD, the volcano Vesuvius erupted and buried the city
in red hot ash. The shapes of people that you can see here are not
bodies at all. Over time the ash hardened around the poor victims
and as the bodies decomposed, they left an empty ‘mould’ of
themselves, caught in the last desperate
seconds before they died. These have
create the incredible imprints of
human bodies from the past.
Otzi (see the ‘Burial’ ActiveWorksheet) was found in
1991 in the Öztal Alps on the border between Austria
and Italy at about 10,500 feet (3,200 m)! The extreme
cold preserved his remains.
Wetland sites include all those found in lakes,
swamps, marshes and peat bogs preserve organic
material by sealing it in a wet and airless
environment, which favours their preservation.
An example is England’s Lindow man
century AD

Otzi the Iceman

Archaeologists don’t just use their
eyes to view the evidence and reveal the
secrets and story of the past. Micrsoscopic
evidence can reveal important information. For
example a pottery sherd could contain pollen
grains that would show what crops were grown at
the time the pot was being used.
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Writing
Can you imagine life without writing? No books, no internet,
no calendars, no writing of any kind? It seems almost
impossible doesn’t it?

What was writing used for?
Writing is actually quite a
new human invention (in
time), which was invented
the world.
Use the ActiveLens app to scroll
through a translation of the
Rosetta Stone.

The Rosetta Stone
To decipher an ancient writing there are several
important things we need to know such as the
language and the culture it refers to, what type of
writing system we are dealing with, is it an alphabet

What does it say?
People who study ancient writing are called
Epigraphers. Before Epigraphers can begin translating
and culture the script is from, what sort of writing
system those people had, and whether they used an

lots of examples of the writing available for study
and preferably, an inscription that has a statement
written in the unknown language with the same
thing written in a language we do know, like the
Rosetta Stone.
epigraphers as it has a statement written in ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs, this statement is then
repeated in the Demotic script (everyday Egyptian)
and then repeated again in the well-known Greek
alphabet. We have Jean Francois
Champollion to thank for being
able to use this to decipher
Egyptian hieroglyphic
inscriptions in 1822.

Quipu
Cuneiform, one of the oldest forms of writing from
Sumer, found in modern-day Iraq
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The Inca had a great civilisation
spanning thousands of miles, but they
didn’t have writing. Instead they had
knotted cords made of string called
quipu!
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Monuments
One of England’s most famous and
well known monuments is
Stonehenge in Wiltshire.

Ancient monuments (a statue, building or other
structure) often dazzle us, be it their sheer size, grandeur
or age. As archaeologists, we believe that cultures with
great pyramids, temples, standing stones and tombs
must be highly developed. Monumental
architecture is often seen as (but not
necessarily always) a sign of a civilization that
is highly developed, having cities, a great ruler, a
government, an army, upper and lower classes
and control of a wide area of land amongst other
things.

What other momuments can you
think of ?

Olmec Heads
Dotted around the Gulf Coast of Mexico, are huge
statues of stone heads. These heads were carved by
the Olmecs, a culture living in what is now Mexico
between 1600 – 800 BC. They were carved using
stone tools from basalt quarried from mountains
80 miles away!
Some of the heads measure up to 3.4 metres tall,
and weigh up to 50 tonnes! The Olmec heads are all
individuals were, whether chiefs, ballplayers or perhaps
gods. They all have strong powerful faces though.

We see massive building projects by the rulers (pharaohs) of the
IV dynasty (2575–2465 B.C.) Pharaohs Khufu, Khafre, and
Menkaure (father, son, and grandson). These three great
pyramids were built over 80 years. The Khufu (Great)
pyramid originally stood at 146.7 m (481 ft high). Apart
from the corridors and chambers within it, the
pyramid is made of solid limestone, using a total
of 2.3 million blocks with an average weight of
2.5 tons each! All this was achieved before
the invention of the wheel, the pulley, or
iron tools. These amazing feats of
construction show how much
power Pharaoh Khufu had!
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Slave labour?
People often think that slaves built
many monuments like the Great
Pyramid. Actually, it seems as if the
ordinary people did, instead of
paying tax as money. This was often
done when they were not needed
to do other things such as working
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Who Owns
The Past?
lived in the past, archaeologists always try to
think about how we live today. If we look at
how cultures do things today, we can
sometimes piece together how cultures may
have lived in ancient times too.

Looting
Many artefacts that end up in peoples’ homes
come from sites that were looted; that is the
artefacts were stolen from the ground. If you
remember, archaeologists aren’t so much
interested in the artefact itself, but where it is
found and what was lying with it. So the looting
of remains occurs at the loss of much interesting
information about ancient people.

The Benin Bronzes, forcibly taken by the British at the end of
the 19th Century. Many are still held at the British Musuem.

To keep or not to keep?

Some objects, like the Elgin Marbles from the Parthenon in Greece, and
the Bronzes from Benin, are kept in Museums like the British Museum
in England. Often these items were taken during times of war. Many
people argue that the objects should be returned to the country where
What do you think?

Roman Collectors
Sometimes, when Romans had
conquered a foreign land, they
would take objects from around
the land, to display in their own
villas. Villas are types of houses,
which are still built as homes
today!
The Elgin Marbles, sculptures taken from the Parthenon in Greece
which are still displayed in the British Museum.
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Phaistos Disc A

Transcription
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Phaistos Disc B

Transcription
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Phaistos Signs
PEDESTRIAN

PLUMED HEAD

TATTOOED HEAD

CAPTIVE

EAGLE

LID

DOVE

BOOMERANG

TUNNY

CARPENTRY

BEE

PLANE

PLANE

CHILD

DOLIUM

WOMAN

COMB

VINE

HELMET

SLING

PAPYRUS

GAUNTLET

COLUMN

ROSETTE

TIARA

BEEHIVE

LILY

ARROW

SHIP

OX BACK

BOW

HORN

FLUTE

SHIELD

HIDE

GRATER

CLUB

BULLS LEG

STRAINER

MANACLES

CAT

MATTOCK!
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TREE

SMALL
AXE

WAVY

RAM

BAND
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Test Pit

A
B

charcoal and blackened
area with stones

C

broken pieces
of pottery

broken pieces
of pottery

stone slabs

2m

D

coin

E

burial
2 broken bowls

F

axe head

1m
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The Marbles belong to the Greeks as they made them and were
part of the great temple. The marbles should return to their place
of origin
Athens too is a much visited city, and there would be great
economic potential with the increase in tourism as well as great
national pride
This will never happen, it is just a method of scaring the public

Greek arguments for the return
The Marbles were not legally bought from the Greeks, they were
bought from the Turks who were occupying Greece at the time
Lord Elgin not only caused great damage to the Parthenon when he
removed them, but also damaged the sculptures by sawing some of
them in half to make them lighter and easy to transport
Any protests made by the Greeks at the time would have been
punished by the Turks
There is now a modern Acropolis Museum in Athens and the
marbles could be stored there, avoiding any pollution
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London is a one of the world’s largest and most
visited cities. It’s easier for people to visit and
see the Marbles
If the Marbles are returned then all the other
museums of Europe will have to give their treasures
back to the countries they were found in

The Greeks didn’t mind that the sculptures were
removed at the time
Athens is a very polluted and because of this, the
marbles are better off in the unpolluted air of
London
The Elgin Marbles are the heritage of all Europeans
so they belong to us all

British arguments against their return
They were bought in Greece from the Turks on the
basis of a legal document
They were removed to save them from total
destruction

Elgin Marbles Debate
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